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In the second part of his Algebra, Sharaf al-Din al-T&i (l2th-century) correctly deter- 
mines the number of positive roots of cubic equations in terms of the coefficients. R. Rashed 
has recently published an edition of the Algebra [al-Tiisi 19851, and he has discussed al- 
Tiisi’s work in connection with 17th century and more recent mathematical methods (see 
also [Rashed 19741). In this paper we summarize and analyze the work of al-Tiisi using 
ancient and medieval mathematical methods. We show that al-Tiisi probably found his 
results by means of manipulations of squares and rectangles on the basis of Book II of 
Euclid’s Elements. We also discuss al-Tiisi’s geometrical proof of an algorithm for the 
numerical approximation of the smallest positive root of x3 + c = ax2. We argue that al-Tiisi 
discovered some of the fundamental ideas in his Algebra when he was searching for geomet- 
Ikd proofs of such algorithms. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
Dans la seconde par-tie de son Algebre, Sharaf al-Din al-Tusi (XII’ sitcle), a correctement 
determine le nombre de racines d’une equation du troisitme degre en fonction de ses coeffi- 
cients. R. Rashed a rtcemment publie une edition de cette Algebre [al-Ttisi 19851 et a CtudiC 
l’ouvrage d’al-Tiisi en se servant des methodes mathematiques du XVII’ siecle et de 
methodes encore plus recentes (voir aussi [Rashed 19741). Dans cet article, nous resumons 
et analysons l’ouvrage d’al-Tiisi en utilisant les methodes mathematiques connues dans 
1’Antiquite et au Moyen-Age. Nous montrons qu’al-Tiisi a probablement trouve les resultats 
auxquels il est parvenu par des operations effect&es sur des car& et des rectangles, 
operations basees sur le Livre II des klements d’Euclide. Nous Ctudions Cgalement la 
demonstration geometrique d’un algorithme utilise par al-Tiisi pour calculer par approxima- 
tion la valeur numerique de la plus petite racine positive de l’tquation x3 + c = ax2. Nous 
essayons de montrer qu’al-Tiisi a trouve certaines des idees fondamentales de son AlgPbre 
alors qu’il tentait de trouver des demonstrations geometriques a de tels algorithmes. o 1989 
Academic Press, Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The recent edition of the Algebra of Sharaf al-Din al-Tiisi (12th century, not to 
be confused with Nagir al-Din), which was published by R. Rashed in [al-Tiisi 
19851, is an important contribution to the history of Arabic mathematics. Until 
recently the mathematician and poet ‘Umar al-Khayyam (ca. 1048-l 131) was 
supposed to have given the most advanced medieval treatment of cubic equations. 
Thanks to Rashed’s publications [al-Ttisi 19851 and [Rashed 19741 we now know 
that al-?&i went considerably further. 
The publication [al-Ttisi 19851 contains an edition of the Arabic text with a 
literal French translation, a transcription of al-Ttisi’s reasoning in modern nota- 
tion, and a discussion of most of the text in terms of modern algebra and analysis. 
Rashed conveniently divided the very long text of the Algebra into two parts, 
consisting of 116 and 127 pages of Arabic text, and printed in two volumes of [al- 
Ttisi 19851; these volumes will henceforth be denoted as [Tl] and [T2]. We will be 
concerned with the second part of the Algebra, on cubic equations that do not for 
all positive choices of the coefficients have a positive root. This second part 
consists mainly of a sequence of very long proofs in Euclidean style. The proofs 
are correct, but as Rashed points out, they do not necessarily reflect the way in 
which al-Ttisi found his results. In the introduction in [Tl, xviii-xxxi], Rashed 
relates al-TM’s discussion of the cubic equation f(x) = c to a method of P. de 
Fermat (1601- 1665) for the determination of maxima and minima of a cubic curve 
y = f(x). Act or d ing to Rashed, the concept of the derivative of a function or of a 
polynomial is also implicit in al-Ttisi’s work (see also [Rashed 1974, 272-273,290] 
= [Rashed 1984, 175-176, 1931, and for some further consequences [Rashed 1984, 
3 121, reprinted from [Rashed 19781). 
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As far as is known, cubic curves were never drawn by medieval mathemati- 
cians, and the method of Fermat and the derivative are not mentioned explicitly in 
any known medieval Arabic text. Thus the question arises of whether al-Ttisi’s 
methods and motivation can also be explained in terms of standard ancient and 
medieval mathematics. In this paper I propose such an alternative explanation. 
Section 2 of this paper is a concise analysis of the second part [T2] of al-TM’s 
Algebra, by means of methods and concepts attested to elsewhere in the Greek 
and Islamic tradition. Section 3 is about al-Ttisi’s motivation. The appendices 
contain notes to the Arabic text and the French translation in [T2], for the reader 
who wishes to compare this paper with the original text. I conclude the present 
section with a brief summary in modern notation of the results that al-Ttisi proves 
in the Algebra. 
The Algebra is a detailed treatment of linear, quadratic, and cubic equations in 
one unknown. Because the mathematicians in the Islamic tradition only recog- 
nized positive coefficients and roots, they had to distinguish 18 different types of 
cubic equations. Al-Khayyam had already shown that the five types without a 
constant term can be reduced to quadratic equations, and for each of the remain- 
ing 13 types he had given a geometrical construction of a root by means of two 
intersecting conic sections, or by means of one conic section intersecting a circle 
[al-Khayyam 198 11. 
Eight of these thirteen types have for all (positive) choices of the coefficients a 
(positive) root. In the first part of the Algebra [Tl], al-Ttisi renders al-Khayyam’s 
geometrical constructions for these eight types, and he describes a numerical 
procedure (essentially the Ruffini-Horner scheme, see [Luckey 19481) for approxi- 
mating the root. 
The second part of the Algebra [T2] is entirely devoted to the five remaining 
types of cubic equations, namely 
x3 + c = ax2 (0 
x3 + c = bx (2) 
with a, b, c > 0. 
x3 + ax2 + c= bx (3) 
x3 + bx + c = ax2 (4) 
x3 + c = ax2 + bx (5) 
Al-Khayyam pointed out that the number of roots of these equations depends 
on the number of intersections of the two conic sections used in the construction. 
He does not give the precise relation between the number of intersections and 
the coefficients of the cubic equation (cf. [al-Khayyam 1981, 711). For a given 
choice of the coefficients one could of course draw the conic sections on a piece of 
paper and determine the number of intersections empirically. Al-Khayyam does 
not mention this procedure, perhaps because it cannot be completely accurate. 
However, al-Ttisi succeeded in determining the exact relationship between the 
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number of roots and the coefficients of the equation. Neither al-Khayyam nor al- 
Tiisi was able to determine the roots themselves in terms of the coefficients; there 
is no evidence whatsoever that the algebraic solution of the cubic equation was 
known before the Italian Renaissance. 
Al-Ttisi treats the five equations in the order (1) [T2, l-181; (2) [T2, 19-341; (3) 
[T2,34-481; (4) [T2,49-701; and (5), case a = fi [T2,70-761, case a > fi [T2, 
76-1041, case a < fi [T2, 104-1271. For each of the types (l)-(4), and for each of 
the three cases of (5), the treatment is structured as follows (for detailed refer- 
ences to the text, see note [ 11). For sake of brevity I write the equations (l)-(5) as 
f(x) = c. 
A. First al-Tusi defines a quantity m in a way that depends on the type of 
equation: (1) m = ($)a, (2) m = X@Bj, (3) m2 + (@am = b/3, (4) m2 + (b/3) = 
#am (here m is the largest of the two positive roots), and (5) m2 = @am + 6/3. 
(In ail five cases we havef’(m) = 0, but in my opinion al-Ttisi did not know the 
concept of a derivative.) He then proves f(x) <f(m) for all (positive) x # m. Thus 
if c > f(m), f(x) = c has no root and if c = f(m) there is exactly one root x = m. 
B. He then supposes c <f(m), and he considers the equation 
y3 + py2 = d, (6) 
with d = f(m) - c for all types and p depending on the type of equation, as 
follows: (1) p = a, (2) p = 3m, (3) p = 3m + a, (4), (5) p = 3m - a with m defined 
as above; it can be shown that p > 0 always. The (unique positive) root yl of (6) 
had already been constructed geometrically in [Tl, 56-571 by means of a parabola 
and a hyperbola, and an algorithm for the computation of yI had been described in 
[Tl, 58-661. Al-Tusi proves that x1 = m + yl is a root of f(x) = c. Thus the 
existence of at least one root xl > m is guaranteed (by the geometrical construc- 
tion of yl), and in part F it will turn out that there is no other root x > m. The root 
xl can be computed from m and yl. 
C. For types (4) and (5) al-Tusi provides an upper bound of x1 in terms of a 
and b. 
Dl. For type (1) only, al-Ttisi geometrically constructs a segment of length 4 
such that 
q2 + da - XI) = da - XI), (7) 
where x1 > m is the unique positive root of (1) constructed in B. He shows that 
x2=a- xi + q is another root of (1) with x2 < m. He also proves that if z2 = m - 
x2, then z = z2 is a root of 
z3 + d = pz2, (8) 
with d = flm) - c = (4/27)a3 - c, p = a as above. 
He then explains an algorithm for the computation of x2 from (l), assuming that 
c 5 (&)a3 (see below for more details). If c > (&)a3 we have d < (&)a3; in this case 
he first computes 22 = @a - x2 by the same algorithm applied to (8). 
D2. For types (2)-(5), al-Tiisi considers the auxiliary equation 
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z3 + d = pz2, 
with p and d as in (6); this equation is of type (1). Let 22 be the smallest (positive) 
root and x2 = m - 22. He then proves that x2 is a root offlx) = c. The root x2 can be 
computed from z2 and m. 
E. For types (4) and (5), al-Ttisi discusses positive lower bounds for x2 in terms 
of a and b if such bounds exist. 
F. Al-Ttisi proves separately that if x1 > m is a root offlx) = c, y1 = x1 - m is a 
root of (6). 
G. He proves similarly that if x2 < m is a root offlx) = c, z2 = m - x2 is a root 
of (9). 
H. He finishes the discussion of most types with a summary or a numerical 
example. 
Thus al-T&i determines the number of solutions directly from the coefficients, 
and he shows that al-Khayyam’s separate geometrical constructions for (l)-(5) 
are superfluous, because they can all be reduced to the geometrical construction 
for (6) in [Tl , 56-571. Therefore [T2] does not contain conic sections at all. Al- 
Tiisi does not mention the fact that the equation x3 + bx = ax2 + c can have two or 
three positive roots for suitable positive coefficients a, b, c (compare [Tl , 107- 
1161). 
2. ANALYSIS OF THE SECOND PART OF AL-TGSI’S ALGEBRA 
In the Algebra al-Tiisi uses similar reasoning in many different situations, and 
his solutions of Eqs. (l)-(5) are to a large extent analogous. This makes it 
possible to render the essentials of the 127 pages of Arabic text in [T2] in a concise 
way. The purpose of the following presentation is to make al-Ttisi’s ideas easily 
accessible to the reader, and to explain his ideas in the context of ancient and 
medieval mathematics. The presentation is very close in spirit to the text of the 
Algebra, although I do not follow the order of the arguments in the text, labeled 
A-H in the preceding section. I rather intend to give a plausible reconstruction of 
how al-Ttisi found his results. In ancient terminology one could say that al-Tiisi’s 
Algebra is a synthesis and my reconstruction is a corresponding analysis. The text 
of the Algebra contains several indications of al-Tusi’s original line of thought (see 
the parts labeled F and G in Section 1, and also, for example, [T2,36,39,57]), and 
my reconstruction is consistent with these indications. 
For sake of brevity and clarity I use some modern notation in the transcription 
of ancient and medieval concepts. I indicate the algebraical “cube,” “square,” 
and “root” as x3, x2, and x (or y3, y2, y, z3, z2, z), and I transcribe equations such as 
“a cube plus a number equals squares plus roots” as x3 + c = ax2 + bx; here a and 
b stand for the “number of squares” and the “number of roots,” respectively. 
The second part of the Algebra contains very little of what we would call 
algebra, i.e., direct manipulation of algebraic equations (for an exception see [T2, 
S-91). Al-Ttisi immediately casts his equations in a geometrical form, and he 
works with the resulting geometrical expressions. Thus in the case of x3 + c = ax2 
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+ bx, he chooses on a straight line three segments BE = X, BC = a, and BA = -\Tb 
(the square root is necessary for reasons of homogeneity). Then c can be inter- 
preted as “the excess of BC times the square of BE and the square of AB times BE 
over the cube of BE.” I will transcribe this as c = BC . 3 2 + AB2. BE - BE3. I 
denote the points in the geometrical figures as much as possible in the way of the 
French translation in [T2]. 
Turning to al-Ttisi’s ideas, first consider Eq. (S), that is x3 + c = ax* + bx, to 
which al-Ttisi devotes the last 58 pages of Arabic text [T2, 70-1271. 
Fix segments BC = a and AB = a, as in Fig. 1. Al-Ttisi discusses the three 
cases a = a, a > d, and a < fi separately. I omit the relatively easy case a = 
a [T2,70-761. First suppose a < d [T2, 104-1271. Al-Tusi is interested in the . 
relationship between x and c. Let x = BE as in Fig. 1. Al-Ttisi sometimes uses a 
technical term baqiya c;liZ’ BE (“the remainder for side BE”) [2] for the quantity 
BC l BE* + AB* * BE - BE3, and I therefore feel entitled to write this quantity as 
f(BE). Then (5) can be written as f(BE) = c. 
Al-Tusi interprets AB* and BE* as real squares ABlYa!, EBKE, and the difference 
AB* - BE2 as a “gnomon” (Arabic: ‘alam) A&K&E as in Fig. 1, in the manner of 
Book II of Euclid’s Elements (see [Heath 1956 I, 370-3721). I write the squares 
and the gnomon as [Bcx], [BE], and [ECY], respectively. Then 
f(BE) = BC . [BE] + BE . [ECY]. (10) 
If D is a point between E and C, then similarly 
f(BD) = BC . [B6] + BD . [&XI. (11) 
Al-Tusi investigates the difference between f(BD) and f(BE), but he does not 
use zero or negative quantities. For the sake of brevity I will use the minus sign in 
the modern way; thus I use “a - b = c - d” to shorten expressions like “if a > b 
thenc>danda-b=c-d;ifa=bthenc=d;ifa<bthenc<dandb-a=d 
- c.” 
B C FI I - 
FIG. 1. BC = a < fi = BA. 
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Al-Tusi simplifies f(BD) - f(BE) by decomposing all squares and gnomons as 
far as possible. We have [BE] = [B6] + [Ss] and [&xl = [&I + [ECY]. Therefore by 
(10) and (11) 
f(BD) - f(BE) = (BC - [BS] + BD . [Sa]) - (BC a [BE] + BE l [~a]) 
= BD . [&TX] - (BC . [&I + BE . [~a]) 
= BD . [&I - (BC . [&I + DE . [~a]) 
= CD a [&I - DE s [EC& 
Al-Tusi calls CD - [&I the characteristic (khassa) off(BD) and DE . [~a] the 
characteristic off(BE) (see the index in [T2, 1591). Note that both characteristics 
depend on D and E. 
Using [as] = DE . (BD + BE) we obtain 
f(BD) - f(BE) = DE . (CD . (BD + BE) - [~a]). (12) 
Similarly, if F is between C and D 
f(BF) - f(BD) = FD . (CF . (BF + BD) - [&Y]). (13) 
We now try to find D such thatf(BD) is maximal. Then by (12) and (13) D must 
be a point such that for all E between D and A 
CD . (BD + BE) > [~a] (14) 
and for all F between D and C 
CF . (BF + BD) < [&Y]. (15) 
Since CD * (BD + EB) > 2CD * DB, and [6a] > [~a], (14) is true if 2CD l DB 1 
[h]. Since CF l (BF + BD) < CD . (BD + BD), (15) is true if 2CD . BD I [aa]. 
Therefore, if D is such that 
2CD . BD = [h], (16) 
then f(BD) is maximal. (Al-Tiisi shows that for D defined by (16) and for all 
relevant points P not between C and A also f(BP) < f(BD).) 
Putting m = BD, (16) can be reduced to 
m* = (3)m - BC + ($)AB*. (17) 
Al-Trisi defines m algebraically by (17) and he then derives (16). The rest of his 
argument is based exclusively on (16) and the ideas of the present analysis. 
I now investigate the possible relationships between al-Tiisi’s definition of D 
and the derivative. We havef’(m) = 3m2 - 2ma - b = 2m(m - a) - (b - m*) = 
2 CD . DB - [6ar] = 0 (cf. (16)). However, for x = BE,f’(x) = 2CE . BE - [ECY], but 
this quantity does not occur in al-Ttisi’s argument. This means that al-Tusi does 
not find m by computing the derivative f’ and by putting f’(x) equal to zero. 
Therefore the concept of derivative is not implicit here. 
To return to al-TM’s ideas, it is now clear that the original Eq. (5) has no 
solution if c > f(m) and one solution, namely x = m, if c = f(m). 
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NOW let c <f(m), write x1 = BE, and put y1 = DE, then y1 = x1 - m. We have 
CD * (BD + BE) - [ECY] = CD l DE + [&I, and therefore by (12) f(m) - c = f(BD) 
- f(BE) = DE * (CD * DE + [&I) = yl((m - a)yl + y1(2m + y,)) = yT(3m - a + 
yl). Therefore y = y1 is the (unique positive) root of y3 + y2(3m - a) = f(m) - c, 
that is (6). 
Similarly, if we let x2 = BF, and put 22 = FD, then 22 = m - x2 andf(m) - c = 
FD l ([&I - CF * (BF + BD)) = 22 * (CD * FD + [$a]) = &3m - a - .Q), and 
therefore z = z2 is the unique positive root of z3 + f(m) - c = z2(3m - a), that is 
(9), such that z < m. 
These are the essential ideas in the solution of (5). The parts labeled A, B, D2, 
F, and G in Section 1 are lengthy elaborations of these ideas (see [T2, 104-1271). 
The preceding reasoning answers the question: for which c does a root x exist? 
Al-Ttisi also studies the similar question: For which x does c > 0 exist; i.e., what x 
can be roots of an equation of type (5) for fixed a and b? Such x should satisfy c = 
f(x) > 0, that is to say x2 > ax + b. The further details (in parts C and E in Section 
1) are mathematically trivial. 
This concludes the discussion of the case a < b, so suppose BC = a > fi = 
AB, as in [T2, 76-1041, and let the notation be as in Fig. 2. Then 
f(BD) = BC . BD* + AB* . BD - BD3 = BC . [B6] - BD a [cd], (18) 
and by a similar reasoning as above 
f(BD) - f(BE) = DE . ([cd] - EC a (BE + BD)) (19) 
and 
f(BF) - f(BD) = FD . ([a$] - DC . (BD + BF)). (20) 
We now wish to find D such that f(BD) is maximal. Then for all E between D 
and C 
[cd] > EC . (BE + BD) (21) 
and for all F between D and A 
[a+] < DC l (BD + BF). (22) 
J BGAFDEC 
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FIG. 2. BC = a > V’& = AB. 
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First consider (21). The term [aa] does not depend on E. We now determine the 
maximum of EC a (BE + BD) for E a variable point between C and D. If we choose 
J on DB extended such that BJ = BD, then EC . (BE + BD) = EC * JE. 
Suppose that the midpoint of segment JC lies between J and D. Then by Euclid, 
Elements II : 6 [Heath 1956 I, 3851 EC. JE < DC. JD = DC * 2DB. Therefore (21) 
holds for all E between C and D if 
2DC . DB 5 [&I. (23) 
Note that if 2DC . DB I [&I, then 2DC . DB < [B6], so that DC < BD/2, hence 
the midpoint of JC is in fact between D and B. 
At first sight the analysis of (22) seems more complicated, because both terms 
increase monotonically ifF tends to D. The difficulty disappears if we guess (with 
(23) in mind) that D should also be defined by (16), that is, 2DC . DB = [&I, and if 
we then consider the differences [c&l - [a+] = [@I = (BD + BF) * FD and 2DC - 
DB - DC l (BD -I- BF) = DC. FD. 
By (16), DC < BD < BD + BF, so that DC * FD < [@I, and (22) follows. 
Thus if D is defined by (16), f(BD) is maximal. Everything else is the same as in 
the case a < V’%. 
This concludes my analysis of al-Tusi’s solution of Eq. (5). 
Al-Ttisi treats Eq. (2), that is x3 + c = bx, and (3), that is x3 + ax* + c = bx, in 
the same way as x3 + c = ax2 + bx, case a < fi. For (2), C coincides with B in 
Fig. 1, and in (3), C is chosen on AB extended such that IBCl = a. 
The treatment of Eq. (4), that is x3 + bx + c = ax2, resembles that of x3 + c = 
ax2 + bx, case a > fi. For (4), al-Tiisi draws a segment BA = fi perpendicular 
to BC (Fig. 3). 
In (19) and (20) one obtains instead of gnomons [&I and [a+] quantities AB2 + 
BD2 and AB2 + BF2, respectively (which al-Tusi interprets geometrically as the 
squares of hypotenuses of right-angled triangles). Thus f(BD) > f(BE) and f(BD) 
> f(BF) are seen to be equivalent to 
AB2 + BD2 > EC . (BE + BD) (24) 
A 
P 
J I3 IfD EC 
-& 
FIG. 3. x3 + bx + c = uxz. AB = ti. BC = u. 
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and 
respectively. 
AB* + BF* < DC . (BD + BF), (25) 
The inequalities (24) and (25) can be investigated in similar ways as (21) and 
(22), leading to the result that f(BD) is maximal if D is such that AB* + BD* = 
2DC s DB. 
The equation (I), x3 + c = ax*, is treated in the same way as the case a > I6 of 
x3 + c = ax* + bx, with A coinciding with B in Fig. 2. For (l), al-Ttisi derives the 
quadratic equation q* + q(a - x1) = xl(a - x1), where x1 > m and x2 < m are the 
two positive roots and x2 = a - x1 + q (see Section 1, part Dl) in the following 
manner. Referring to Fig. 2, put x1 = BE, x2 = BF, a = BC. From 
c = ad - xf = BE* . CE = ax: - xi = BF* * CF 
we get, subtracting from BE* . CF, 
BE* a EF = CF. [.$I, 
hence 
BE* = CF. (BE + BF) (26) 
hence 
BF . (BE + BF - CB) = BE. CE. (27) 
In order to cast (27) in a nice geometrical form, al-Ttisi defines G on BC such 
that BG = CE. Then (27) can be written as 
BF . GF = BE. CE. WV 
If B, E, and C (and hence G) are known, the construction of F is a standard 
Euclidean problem: to apply to BG a rectangle, equal in area to BE . CE, and 
exceeding by a square (GF*). Or, in other words, GF* + BG . GF = BE . CE (this 
is the equation used in [T2, 71). The fact that al-Ttisi uses GF and not BF (in (27)) 
as the unknown shows that his method is basically geometrical. 
The preceding summary contains the essence of the second part of the Algebra, 
with the exception of trivialities and the Ruffini-Horner process (see the next 
section). Al-Tiisi discusses each equation in such an elaborate way that his Alge- 
bra resembles the Cutting-off of a Ratio of Apollonius of Perga. Unlike Apollo- 
nius, al-Tiisi sometimes makes his proofs more complicated than necessary by 
introducing useless proportions. Suter also noted complications of this kind in 
another text of al-Ttisi [Suter 1907-19081. My analysis does not take account of 
such complicating factors. 
3. AL-TUSI’S INITIAL MOTIVATION 
In the preceding section we have seen that certain identities for a cubic polyno- 
mialf, such asf(BD) -f(BE) = DE l (CD . (BD + BE) - [~a]) (that is (12)), play a 
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cardinal role in the reasoning of al-TM. Clearly al-Ttisi discovered many of the 
results in the Algebra, such as (16) and (17), after he had found identities such as 
(12). Thus one wonders for what reasons al-J&i initially studied (12). 
A possible reason may have been his search for geometrical proofs of numerical 
algorithms for the approximation of roots of cubic equations. A proof of this kind 
appears in [T2, 15-181, in connection with the approximation of the smallest 
positive root of Eq. (l), that is x3 + c = ax*. 
The algorithm is essentially the method of Ruffini-Homer (see [Luckey 19481). 
This method was used for the computation of cube roots before the middle of the 
third century A.D. in China [Wang and Needham 1955; Vogel 1968, 41-42, 113- 
1191 and in the 10th century A.D. in the Islamic world [Ktishyar 1965,26-28, lOO- 
1041. The extraction of cube roots was apparently well known in the time of al- 
Ttisi, who does not even bother to explain the details [Tl , 241. The generalization 
to arbitrary cubic equations is straightforward (see [Luckey 1948, 220-221, 229- 
2301) and may have been used in the early I lth century A.D. by al-Biriini for the 
computation of the roots of x3 + 1 = 3x and x3 = 1 + 3x [Schoy 1927, 19, 211. In 
the first part of the Algebra, al-Ttisi describes the generalized algorithm for all 
cubic equations of the form x3 + t-ax + sbx = c with r and s equal to - 1, 0, or 1, 
not both zero. In these cases al-Ttisi adds numerical examples and a verbal expla- 
nation of why the algorithm is correct. It seems that he felt more uncertain about 
(l), that is x3 + c = ax*, perhaps because a (positive) root does not always exist. 
This may have prompted him to develop the geometrical proof in [T2, 13-151, 
which will now be rendered in modern notation. 
Suppose x0 is the smallest positive root of (1). (We assume c 5 (4/27)a3, so that 
x0 exists.) Let x0 = nl . lOk + n2 * IOk-* + . . . be the decimal expression, with n1 # 
0. We can estimate k using x0 = m (see [T2, 151 and [l] below). We then find 
by trial and error xl = n1 * 10“ as the maximal number X = n . 10k such that n is an 
integer and aX* 5 X3 + c. We then compute the following quantities: 
a’ = a - x1, a” = a’ - x1, al = a” - xl 
6’ = xla’, bl = b’ + xla”, 
cl = c - x,b’ 
(note that x0 = xi + y with y(bl + y(al - y)) = cl). 
We now find by trial and error yl = n2 * lok-’ as the maximum number Y = n . 
lok-i such that n is an integer and Y(bl + Y(al - Y)) I cl. 
We then compute 
ai = al - YI, a; = ai - yl, a2 = a;’ - yl 
bi = bl + ylai, b2 = bi + yla’i, 
c2 = cl - ylh 
(note that y = yi + z with z(b2 + z (a2 - z)) = Q) and so on. With each step we find 
one further decimal of the root; the successive approximations of x0 are xl, x1 + 
~1, etc. 
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FIGURE 4 
Al-Ttisi proves the correctness of this procedure in a somewhat obscure pas- 
sage [T2, U-181, which we paraphrase as follows (Fig. 4). The algebraical nota- 
tion a, b, c, xi, yi, z and the symbols K, K1 are mine. Let AB = a, BD = x0, BE = 
xi,ED=y.Thenc=ax$-xi= DA.BD2=DA*BE2+DA.(BD2-BE2)=EA. 
BE2 - ED a BE2 + DA * (2 BE . ED + ED2). Therefore 
cl = c - (a - x,)x; = DA . BD2 - EA . BE2 = ED . K 
with 
K = DA . (2BE + ED) - BE2 (29) 
=2(DA+ED).BE-2ED*BE+DA*ED-BE2 
= 2 EA a BE + DA . ED - BE2 - 2ED . BE 
= EA a BE + (EA s BE - BE2) + DA . ED - 2BE. ED 
= EA . BE + (EA - BE) . BE + (EA - BE - BE - ED) . ED. (30) 
Thus cl = y * K with K = bl + y(al - y) as desired. 
Similarly, let y1 = EZ, z = ID, x2 = x1 + y1 = BZ. The text is very concise, but the 
underlying line of thought seems to be as follows ([T2, 17 line 20-18 line 61: 
We have in the algorithm c2 = cl - y1 * (bl + yl(al - yi)), or geometrically c2 = 
cl - EZ . K1 with K1 = EA . BE + (EA - BE) . BE + (EA - BE - BE - EZ) . EZ 
(cf. (30)). Hence, as above, c2 = cl - EZ . (IA . (2BE + EZ) - BE2) (cf. (29)). Thus 
c2 = cl + EZ * BE2 - IA . (2EZ. BE + EZ2), as stated in the text. Therefore c2 = cl 
+EA.BE2-ZA.BZ2=c - IA * BZ2 = c - &a - x2). It is also easily verified that 
b2 = x2(a - x2) + xz(a - 2x2) and a2 = a - 3x2. 
We can now apply the proof of (30) to a2, b2, c2, x2, z instead of al, bl , cl, x1, y. 
It follows that 
c2 = z(b2 + z(a2 - z)) 
as desired. 
Differences such as DA . BD2 - EA l BE2 play an important role in this proof 
(cf. (29) and (30), or [T2, 16 line 5-17 line 19 (Arabic), 16 line 3-17 line 21 
(French)]). Hence it is conceivable that al-Ttisi first studied the differencesf(BD) 
- f(BE) while he was searching for this proof, and possibly for similar proofs for 
Eqs. (2)-(5). In the beginning he may not have known that the roots of (2)-(5) can 
be found by solving (1) and x3 + ax2 = c. Anyhow, it would be natural for al-Ttisi 
to begin with (l), because the necessary and sufficient condition c 5 (4/27)a3 for 
the existence of a root was known in his time. This condition had been derived 
geometrically by Archimedes, and it had been stated algebraically in the 10th 
century (see [Woepcke 1851,96-1031 = [Woepcke 1986 I, 168-1751). Note that it 
was important for al-Ttisi, who did not work with negative numbers, that the 
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quantities al = a - 3x1, a2 = a - 3x2, etc., in the algorithm are all positive. This is 
only true if x o I ($)a. For x0 > (Qa, one can use Fig. 4 for BD = (@a, BE = x0, ED 
= y to obtain y3 + [(&)a3 - c] = ay2 using methods which are even simpler than 
the proof of (30). Because y 5 (+)a one can now use the algorithm to compute y. 
Hence al-Ttisi may well have discovered the substitution y = (@a - x (22 = m - x2 
in the notation of Section 2) in connection with his investigation of the proof of the 
algorithm for Eq. (1). 
In conclusion, it seems to me that the Algebra of al-Ttisi can be explained as the 
result of a project that started with a more modest aim, namely the search for 
geometrical proofs of algorithms for approximating the roots of cubic equations. I 
believe that I have shown that al-Tiisi’s motivation and ideas can be explained 
without the assumption that he drew cubic curves and determined their local 
maxima and minima by means of the method of P. de Fermat. And as we have 
seen in Section 2, there is no evidence that al-Tfisi used the derivative. The 
absence of traces of these concepts does not detract from the intrinsic value of al- 
Tosi’s work. On the contrary, al-Ttisi’s ingenuity appears very clearly when one 
realizes that he used only traditional ancient and medieval mathematical methods. 
4. NOTES TO THE TEXT AND TRANSLATION OF THE ALGEBRA 
The following notes are intended for the reader who wishes to study the original 
text or the translation of the second part of al-Tiisi’s Algebra, which has been 
analyzed in Sections 2 and 3 of this paper. I wish to stress here that the edition and 
translation in [T2] are in my opinion very good, and that my notes on details do 
not imply a qualification of this general judgment. This section contains notes to 
the Arabic text, followed by corresponding notes to the translation (not all notes 
to the text entail a change in the translation). A notation such as 98:2 refers to line 
2 of page 98 of the Arabic text or the translation. In the transcription of the Arabic 
text I conform to the conventions in [T2]; thus letters denoting points in the 
geometrical figures are transcribed according to the system used in [T2] (therefore 
jim = C, ztiy = G, {a’ = I), and angular brackets contain editorial additions to the 
Arabic text in the manuscripts. I also put the French translation of these words in 
angular brackets, even though such brackets do not appear in the translation. 
Notes to the Arabic Text 
1. 15: 11 delete (murabba’). 
2. 16:16 and 16:17 for BE read (murabba’) BE. 
3. 17:22-18:l (AI, wa-darabna EZ fi): In view of the singular mablagh on 18:l 
one should add here something like (Al, wa-naqasnti al-mablagh min al-‘adad, wa- 
darabnti El fi). 
4. 30:5 for illa m&Ian read wa-ill; malan, and 30:7 for illti kacban read wa-ills 
kacban, as in the mss. (cf. the apparatus); illa functions as the minus sign. Com- 
pare 69: l-2 (wa-illa amwalan), 102:21-103: 1 (wa-illa ka’ban). 
5. 35: 11 delete (murabba’). 
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6. 38: 11 for EM read CM. The reading in the footnote to 38: 12 is preferable to 
the text in 38:12. The mathematical context requires that ka-dhalika in 38:13 be 
emended, for example to wa-dhalika. 
7. 40:6 delete (ma’him). 
8. 40: 17 for wa-(huwa) mithl di’f read wa-di’f, the word mithl in the manuscript 
should be deleted from the text and put in the apparatus, because it is a scribal 
error. 
9. 46: 1, 2 for BC read MC. 
10. 49: 16 delete (wa-qutruha AB); the words ‘ala AB indicate that AB is the 
diameter. 
11. 5 1: 11-12 for fa-la yu’radu . . . Ii-1-istihala read: fa-la ya’ridu . . . . al-istihala 
(al-istihala and li-1-istihala are indistinguishable in the London manuscript). Delete 
the footnote to 5 1: 11. 
12. On p. 64 interchange ya and sad in the figure. 
13. 67:3 for (fi BE) read (fi EG). 
14. 73: 16 if DA is emended to BA, the additions (wa-huwa musawin li-murabba’ 
AB) and (DK wa-huwa) can be omitted. 
15. 74:16 the emendation must be incorrect, because the quantity in question 
does not in fact have a (positive) lower bound, as al-j&i proves in the subsequent 
passage (75: l-5). Perhaps li-bayan should be emended not to Ii-1-bayan (lahu), but 
to laysa lahu (the final ruin in the manuscript being a trace of lahu). 
16. 77:5 for BG read AB as in the mss. (see the apparatus). 
17. 78:7 delete (wa-huwa), and for wa-huwa read huwa. 
18. 79: 10 note that [ma’a] is evidently a trace of (murabba’) in 79: 11. 
19.84:21 fa-darb: the fa- makes no sense here, and the text is much clearer if we 
emend wa-(huwa) darb; this takes care of the difficulty mentioned in the footnote 
to 85:l. In 85:3 delete (huwa) and for bi-muka’ ‘ab read mukac ‘ab. 
20. 85: 10 emend CO to DJ, delete (madruban fi OM), for li-kawn read lakin as 
in the mss. (see the apparatus). Note CM = DJ. 
21.94:5-6 delete (BE . . . Ii-#I’), instead of the footnotes to 94:6 and 94:6-9 put: 
94:6-9 BD ‘ala muka’ ‘abihi . . . dil’: naqisa L. 
22. 98:3 al-awwal: there is no need for this emendation, read al-th%ni as in the 
mss. (see the apparatus). 
23. 98:17 delete (wa I-ashya’ wa I-mal) (the gnomon is AE(EB + BA)), 98:19 
delete (ziyada). 
24. 108:12 for DC read GC. 
25. 109: 1 for BD read BG. 
26. 116: 11 delete (DB maca BE), 116: 12 for DC read EC as in the mss. (see the 
apparatus), 116: 15 for DC read EM (cf. the apparatus), 116: 16 for DC read EC as 
in the mss. (see the apparatus). In 116: 14-16 note DC + EK = DC + EM - MK = 
EM, because KM = DC (cf. 110: 12). The emendation (alladhi) in 116: 13 is mathe- 
matically correct, but (wa-murabba’ DE fi EK) is perhaps more plausible from a 
paleographical point of view. 
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Notes to the French Translation 
1. For 15: 12 et il peut-15: 15 infe’rieur I suggest the following alternative transla- 
tion et il peut convenir qu’il n’ait pas d’ecart (pour le premier chiffre), et que 
l’ecart ait seulement lieu pour les autres chiffres cherchees (du quotient). Le 
premier chiffre de ce quotient (par AB) sera done le (premier chiffre) exact (du 
quotient par AD) ou un nombre voisin qui lui est inferieur. The following il refers 
to the premier chiffre de ce quotient (par AB). Footnote 47 on page 15 and 
footnote 1 on p. xix of the commentary are misleading. In 15:16 for le car& du 
nombre read le nombre. 
2. 16:22 and 16:23 for BE read le carve de BE. 
On p. 17 footnote 50 read petit for grand; thus the translation in 17:24 is correct. 
3. 17128 for (AZ, et multiplie’ AZ) read (AZ, et soustrait ce produit du nombre et 
que nous ayons multiplie EZ par). 18: 1 for ces produits read ce produit. 
5. 35:15 delete (le carre). 
6. 38:15-16 for (par EM) read (par CM). For 38: 17 le reste sera done (la 
difference du) premier (solide) et du deuxieme. Aussi puisque read: le premier 
reste sera done plus grand que l’autre (reste). Car puisque. 
7. 4019 for le nombre des cart-e’s est (connu) read est le nombre des car&s. 
8. The translation 40:23 corresponds to the text as I have corrected it. 
9. 46:3 for BC read MC (MC in 46: 1 is correct). 
10. 49:21 for nous . . . et read nous construisons sur AB un demi-cercle de 
centre G, et. 
11. 51: 17 for le probleme read tel probleme, the reference is to the quadratic 
equation in 51: 16. Footnote 59 is misleading. 
12. On p. 64 interchange J and U in Fig. 59. 
13. 67:5 for BE read EG. 
14. 73: 20-22 for le car& de DA . . . serait read le car& de BA ou (un quantite) 
plus grand que lui par trois fois AB ou (un quantite) plus grand que lui, serait. 
15. 74: 19 the translation is based on an emendation which must be incorrect, 
because the nombre cherchee does not in fact have a positive limite en petitesse, 
as is proved subsequently in 75: l-7. 
16. 77~5 delete alors, 7716 for BC seraient read AB sont. 
19. 84123 for par CD. Le produit read par CD, c’est-d-dire le produit. 
20. 85: 11 for par CO, (multiplie par OM,) du fait que read par DJ, mais. Note 
CM = DJ. 
21. 94:6-7 delete (BE . . . c&e). 94:8 delete ce qui. 
22. 9814 for premier read deuxieme. 
23. 98:24 delete (les chases et le carre) (the gnomon is AE(EB + BA)), 98:27 for 
qui reste de l’augmentation du cube read qui reste du cube. 
24. 108:16 for DC read GC. 
25. 109:2 for BD read BG. 
26. 116: 13 delete (DB plus BE), 116: 14 for DC read EC, 116: 17 for Mais read 
Done, 116: 18 for DC read EM, 116: 19 for DC read EC. 
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NOTES 
1. The following references are to the Arabic text of [T2]. The French translation has the same 
pagination as the Arabic text, but the line numbers may be different. A notation such as 3:8 refers to 
line 8 of page 3. (1) A 1: l-5:9, B 5: lo-6:18, Dl and G 7: l-8:2 and 10:6-18:22, F 8:3-10:5. (2) A 19: l- 
23:14, B 27:1-28:20, D2 23:15-26:13, F 29:1-30:16, G 31:1-32:4, H 32%34:2. (3) A 34:3-40:4, B 
40:5-41:22, D2 42: l-43: 19, F 44: l-45: 10, G 45: 1 l-46: 14, H 47: l-48:20. (4) A 49:1-58:4, B 58:4-60:7, 
D2 60:8-62:2, C and E 63:1-66:7, F 66:8-67:19, G 68:1-69:9, H 69:10-70:13. (5) case a = a, A 
70: 17-72:9, B 72:9-73:11, C 73: 12-73: 19, D2 73:20-74: 15, E 74:16-75:6, F 75:7-75: 15, G 75:16-76:3, 
H 76:4-76: 15. (5) case a > a, A 76: 16-84:4, B 84:5-89:8, C 89:9-90: 12, D2 90:13-95:15, F 95:16-99: 
13, G99:14-103:16, H 103:17-104:15. (5) case a < a, A 104:16-llO:lO, B llO:lO-114:12, C 114:13- 
115:16, D2 116:1-119:18, F 119:19-123:11, G 123:12-126:21, H 127:l -127:17. 
2. Compare [T2,41 lines 11, 15-20; 43 lines 11, 15; 65 line 61; al-Ttisi also uses variant expressions 
such as “the remainder which is together with BE” (al-baqiya alladhi maCa BE) on [T2, 52 line 121. 
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